
THE IMPACT OF SENATE BILL 850 ON LEGAL AID IN 2009-10 
 
The Pennsylvania Legal Aid Network (PLAN) is a network of non-profit civil legal aid programs, 

providing vital legal services to low income Pennsylvanians in need of protection from domestic violence, 
achieving custody of children, saving a home from foreclosure, and other areas.  The PLAN programs 
annually represent nearly 100,000 low income clients.   

 
Since 1973, the annual state budget process has provided funding for legal services.  The graph at 

the end of this paper portrays the historic level of that funding.  Senate Bill 850 would eliminate state 
funding for legal aid. 
 
PROGRAM HISTORY 

Every county in the state is served by a PLAN legal aid program and six specialized programs 
target special needs such as healthcare and housing.  Pro bono lawyers represent thousands of additional 
clients, through organized arrangements between legal aid and local bar associations. 

 
Nearly 15,000 clients every year have domestic violence concerns.  Others are involved in 

disputes over the best interest of children; or they face mortgage foreclosures, evictions, inadequate living 
conditions, denials of healthcare, and concerns over necessities of life.  Other clients need basic benefits 
to live from day to day, including healthcare, unemployment compensation, and Social Security or SSI.   

 
Legal aid programs receive funding and support from the federal Legal Services Corporation, the 

Supreme Court (through the Pa. IOLTA Board), and the Commonwealth, as well as other sources, 
including foundations, United Ways, local governments, private attorneys, and Bar Associations. 
 
THE IMPACT OF CUTS IN THE FY 2009-10 BUDGET 

In the current state budget, the statewide system of legal aid was appropriated $3.172 million in 
state funds, plus $5.049 million in federal SSBG funds.  For the upcoming fiscal year, PLAN requested 
only an inflationary increase and a special one-time appropriation for mortgage foreclosure 
representation.  The Governor's Budget and the House budget would maintain funding at the current level.  
Senate Bill 850 would completely zero out the state appropriation. 

 
General fund support for legal aid remains very close to the actual amount of funding 

appropriated in 1976.  (The attached graph portrays historic state funding.)  Twenty years ago, all of 
PLAN's funding combined supported 358 legal aid lawyers.  Today, PLAN can support only 264 lawyers.  
The current fiscal year already presents major challenges, due to a $7 million decline in IOLTA revenues, 
resulting from reduced interest rates.  Another $2 million IOLTA cut is anticipated next year, resulting in 
$9 million of reduced annual funding.  (This reduction is partly offset by a new attorney fee assessment 
on all lawyers, which will produce about $1.5 million.)  Legal aid is not a direct beneficiary of any of the 
federal stimulus funding. 

 
If the state funding is zeroed out, approximately 7,500 individuals and families will be denied 

representation.  This denial would be in addition to the fact that over one-half the eligible individuals 
contacting legal aid offices are already turned away (based on a recent formal survey) and in the current 
economic downturn, with higher unemployment, even more people are coming to legal aid in need of help 
help.  Zero state funding will also result in the loss of 60 jobs for people now providing client services, 
and will probably result in the closing of four county-based offices, especially rendering legal services in 
rural areas less accessible. 

 
A recent report of the Pa. IOLTA Board, entitled, "Results of the Pennsylvania Access to Justice 

Act" is at http://www.paiolta.org/AJAReport/AJAReport.htm, where the Report, its Summary, and the 
supporting Appendices can be viewed.  This report describes the range and types of cases handled by 
legal aid. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 The PLAN legal aid programs provide vital services throughout Pennsylvania in county-based 
offices across the state.  Already, crucial services have been cut back, because of lowered IOLTA 
revenues, due to low interest rates.  The zeroing out of funding for legal aid would have a devastating 
impact on Pennsylvanians with nowhere else to turn. 
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